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AVIATION AIRPORTS

12:05 p.m.–Daniel Lacy is an aircraft
mechanic, and today he has been working on
the ramp, jacking up the wing of a Challenger
601-1A to allow a gravity fuel transfer.

The series of rainstorms that has moved
across the airport through most of the
morning has only added to the humidity,
which has driven the heat index well over
100 degrees F. He wipes sweat from his face,
but the relief is brief.

“I’m waiting for some parts and hoping
the rain has stopped for a while,” he said,
hoisting a toolbox that weighs about 50
pounds and heading for the hangar.

With some 10 years of experience in cor-
porate aviation, eight of them at Jet Aviation,
Lacy finds his hours shifting to meet the needs
of the customers, particularly during the slower
months. “Yesterday it was 6 a.m. until 4 p.m.
and today it’s 11 a.m. until 9 p.m. This airplane
[the Challenger] is supposed to leave at 6 p.m.”

12:14 p.m.–At the front desk in the Jet Avia-
tion FBO, customer service representatives
Denise DeLasandro and Denise Gonzalez are
busy, but not as busy as at other times.

“Sometimes we’re so busy nobody gets 
a break,” says Gonzalez. “We were so busy

12:30 p.m.–The eight firemen present after
LAFD lead shift pilot Glenn Smith and his
crews depart for the golf tournament finish
lunch in the kitchen–barbecue sandwiches,
chips and salsa, pasta and green salads–
courtesy of a pilot who left with Smith.

After lunch, captain Patrick Klein and
engineer Rex Miller prepare to exercise the
massive foam truck. “We take it out once or
twice a day, just to keep our presence known,”
Klein says. “Very few general aviation airports
have a foam truck like this one, but we are the
busiest GA airport in the country [and] we have
more fire protection than other GA airports.”

1 p.m.–Million Air line service supervisor
Adam Alvarado takes advantage of the
midday lull to tug a customer’s Citation to
American Aviation, at the opposite end of 

the airfield. The 23-year-old has been at
Million Air for about a year, although he’s
also worked at Raytheon Aircraft Services.
An aviation buff, Alvarado says he prefers
Million Air because the FBO still caters to
piston aircraft as well as jets.

“Every other FBO [at VNY] is pushing the
piston aircraft away,” he says. “But a small
piston or homebuilt is as important to us as 
a GV.” The FBO has hangars and ramp tie-
downs at which some 80 aircraft are based,
from a homebuilt RV-4 to a Gulfstream IV.

1:15 p.m.–A typical day? Airport manager
Selena Birk says, “There’s no such thing
around here.” As manager of two LAWA
facilities–Van Nuys and Palmdale–she has 
a full plate.

In her office atop the building that once
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Busy isn’t an adequate description of life at 
Teterboro and Van Nuys Airports on a Friday evening
the week before Thanksgiving or Christmas. Airplanes
idling on the ramp, backed up on the taxiways, as
pilots and passengers chafe at the delay.

On that single day, there may be as many as 1,000 
aircraft movements at Teterboro and more than 1,300
at Van Nuys. Between them, the two airports regularly
record more than 800,000 movements annually.

The island of Guam–geographically farther east than
any other U.S. territory–likes to promote itself as the
place where America’s day begins. Teterboro and 
Van Nuys might well claim to be the places where
America’s business day begins and ends, as thousands
of corporate executives settle back in the cabins of
their business jets and hook up to the Internet to 
begin their working day or bring it to a close.

Both airports are major economic centers, supporting
hundreds of related and unrelated businesses for miles
around, from restaurants and hotels to dry cleaners
and limo services.

Both airports are also located in the center of what
were once wilderness and swamp areas but are now
densely populated space filled with thousands of
private homeowners. To describe the environment 
as “hostile” might be understating the situation, 
with noise and pollution as the two most often-voiced
complaints [See sidebar story, page 42.]

Meanwhile, both airports continue to thrive. 
Charter operator The Air Group recently signed an
agreement with Signature Flight Support to build a
new facility at Teterboro consisting of two 30,000-sq-ft
hangars and a 12,000-sq-ft office building. At Van
Nuys, there are plans to turn the former Air National
Guard site into a hub for propeller aircraft.

In this issue, we conclude A Day in The Life of Teter-
boro and Van Nuys Airports, with our report on the
activities on the afternoon of Monday, July 25.  –K.J.H.

An inside look at Teterboro
and Van Nuys Airports
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PART 2: The Afternoon
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right up until July 4, and after that, it was
like somebody just turned off a switch. It’ll
be this way until the end of August, and
then it’ll go back to normal.”

1:45 p.m.–Jet Aviation Teterboro is one of
the few FBOs with a staffed sports club.
The center, on the second floor of the new
building, is open to employees and to tran-
sient aircraft crews and passengers.

“We’ve got one of just about every train-
ing machine available, as well as a sauna,”
said Betsy Schwartz, a certified personal
trainer. “The mornings are the busiest, from
about 7 a.m. until 9 a.m.”

Students in her 2 p.m. kickboxing class
are already wandering in. There will be
about a half-dozen of them. On a treadmill,
executive assistant Barbara Ghattas is smil-
ing through a layer of perspiration.

On the wall behind Schwartz are pho-
tographs of winners in the “Biggest Loser”
competition. “We had nine people who lost
72 pounds. The winner lost 22 pounds.”

As the door closes, the clanking of
weights punctuates the good-natured banter
of the arriving kickboxers.

1:50 p.m.–Jet Aviation must be one of only
a few FBOs with full-time doormen, in the
finest tradition of New York City, complete
with uniforms. Jet Aviation, however, has
taken it a step further. The doormen are all
connected–to one another, to the guard at
the main gate and to line service. They
know who’s arriving, when and what
they’re bringing with them.

Duane Hogan has been on the job for
nearly four years, and according to the cus-
tomer service representatives, “He knows

just about everybody who comes
through the door by name.”

He’s broadly built, and has a per-
petual smile surrounded by a neatly
trimmed moustache and goatee.

“It’s a little of everything,” he
said of the job, “part doorman, part
concierge, part customer service rep
and part security.”

How did he get the job? “Just
surfing the ’net,” he recalled. “I
found the job listed, e-mailed my
résumé and I’ve been here since.”

–––––––––––– 1:15 p.m. ––––––––––––––––– 1:30 p.m. –––––––––––––––––– 1:45 p.m. –––––––––––––––––– 2:00 p.m. –––––––––––––––––– 2:15 p.m. –––––––––––––––––– 2:30 p.m. –––––––––––––––– 2:45 p.m.

held the well known Sky Trails restaurant
and watering hole, she’s preparing for a Tues-
day meeting at Los Angeles International
Airport to discuss the Palmdale master plan.

The Antelope Valley airport
now operates under a joint-
powers agreement of LAWA
and the U.S. Air Force, whose
Plant 42 is now the main activ-
ity there. The agreement bars
general aviation from the Palm-
dale airfield, but Birk says the
steady eastward movement of
the population toward Palmdale
is making a regional airport to
relieve pressure on Los Angeles
International more feasible.

Birk says the Van Nuys air-
port master plan has “taken
large steps in recent months,” specifically
regarding a proposal to make the now-
dormant Air National Guard site a hub 
for propeller aircraft. The plan envisions
hangars, tiedowns, offices and maintenance
facilities specifically geared to attract pis-

ton and transient aircraft. If approved, the
two-and-a-half-year project could begin in
the first quarter of next year.

Airport Police
1:50 p.m.–Lieutenant Alan Chu of the
LAWA police says heading the Van Nuys
unit, which he has done since last May, 
is “a nice change from Los Angeles Inter-
national,” where he was stationed for the
previous 23 years.

Whereas the Los An-
geles International police
were concerned primarily
with protecting against
terrorism, “Our main job
[at Van Nuys] is to ensure
that the tenants follow the
security protocols and the
TSA rules. To a large de-
gree, we depend on our
tenants to ensure secu-
rity,” he says.

He credits a program to require vehicle
decals and employee badges for air operat-
ing area (AOA) access for “reducing to
zero the number of unauthorized persons in
the AOA this year.”

The LAWA police force is an autonomous
organization reporting to the LAWA gov-
erning board. It was formed in 1946 to
provide security guards at Los Angeles In-

ternational Mines Field. In the mid-1960s
the airport security force evolved to sworn
officers with police academy training con-
forming to California state standards.

2:30 p.m.–Jet Productions principal Kim
Scolari is waiting for a charter to arrive at
Raytheon Aircraft Services and preparing
to see another one off. The Jet Productions
boss has ordered a special hors d’oeuvres for
her departing passengers, and Stevie’s Avia-
tion Catering has just delivered them. Stevie’s
is one of four major caterers serving busi-
ness aviation in the Los Angeles area. The
others are Air Gourmet, Viola and Mirielles.

Stevie’s executive chef Charlie Yusta and
Rich Reulbach are moving the hors d’oeu-
vres tray from a van designed to keep
orders cold or hot, right to the aircraft
boarding ladder. Yusta says the finishing
touches are at that moment being put 
on another Stevie’s food preparation site on
Vanowen Street, five minutes from any of
Van Nuys’ charter operators or FBOs.

Maintenance Services
2:45 p.m.–It’s quiet at the Duncan Avia-
tion facility, an upstairs tenant in a Clay
Lacy hangar. The Van Nuys branch of 
one of the largest U.S. avionics installation
and repair companies employs eight peo-
ple, with openings for two more. Service
calls have all but two of them scattered
around the airport.

“This morning we had only two items on
our service schedule,” says manager Tony
Russo. “Now we have 12 items on the sched-
ule, four of which we’ve already completed.”

So far, Duncan technicians have repaired
inoperable microphones in a Cheyenne,

replaced a customer-provided radar pedestal,
repaired a faulty ground proximity sensor
and completed a multifunction display check.

Although Duncan is technically a one-
shift shop, the technicians stagger their
arrival and departure times so they can
cover nearly 12 hours on any given day.
Some arrive as early as 6 a.m. They try to
avoid coming in on weekends, but Russo
says if a tech begins a job, he’ll work con-
secutive days until it’s done.

3:10 p.m.–To see the Duncan techs in
action requires a trip to Spirit Aviation,
where Steve Conrad and Rolando Ibarra
troubleshoot a Bendix/King EGPWS unit
on a King Air B200.

The pair use a laptop loaded with Win-
Views, a troubleshooting program offered
by Honeywell, to trace the source of the
problem. “I like the flexibility that this job
offers,” says Conrad, who has been with
Duncan just 12 months. “We see a lot of
different types of aircraft and we’re not
stuck in one place.”

Anthony Azzarella (left) and Duane Hogan
are two of Jet Aviation’s doormen.

A Clay Lacy lineman tops off a tank.

Lieutenant Alan Chu
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A Gulfstream lifts off in front of the Van Nuys tower.

Flying into Teterboro demands the same sharp 
attitude as flying into JFK or ORD.

The Van Nuys police ensure that airport tenants
follow security protocols and TSA rules.

Continued on next page v
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If you’ve ever wondered why anyone
in his right mind would build apartments
across the street from Teterboro Airport,
you’re not alone. Even Million Air TEB 
v-p of customer service Betsy Wines–
an employee at the FBO since the mid-
1980s–doesn’t know why there is an
apartment complex on the other side 
of Industrial Avenue.

But given New Jersey’s reputation, 
it should come as no surprise that the
apartments’ development has to do with
politics and taxes.

According to Rudy’s Inflight Catering
principal Joe Celentano, the housing
complex near Million Air came about
some five years ago. Back then, “the
township of Teterboro had only seven
residential houses, all of which were
owned by Bendix Aerospace,” he said. In
the late 1990s, Bendix sold the homes to
a developer who intended to tear down
the houses and build a warehouse. The
town council–whose members lived in
the homes–filed a lawsuit to block devel-
opment, though that course offered no
guarantee of victory.

“By tearing down the homes and not
having any residential housing, Teterboro
as a town would cease to exist,” Celen-
tano said. At the time, Teterboro Borough,

named after developer Walter Teter, had
only 18 residents and the lowest tax rate
of any New Jersey municipality, an oddity
in a state not known for low property
taxes. (It should be noted that Teterboro
has no firemen, policemen or ambulance
corps, nor does it have a school. Teterboro
has contracts with other local towns to
provide these essential services.)

If Teterboro were dissolved, one of the
adjacent boroughs–Hasbrouck Heights or
South Hackensack, both with high tax
rates–would take control of the 1.1-sq-
mi town. Celentano estimates that if that
were to happen, Rudy’s property taxes
would rise to $4 million a year from their
current $1 million.

“To ensure the existence of the town,
a housing committee was formed that
created fixed-income housing on the site
of the former department of public
works building,” noted Celentano. “It
became a win-win situation for both the
township and the 50 families that have
homes on this site.”

What became of the seven houses
targeted for destruction? The developer
eventually won the lawsuit but spent so
much money in the court fight that he
decided to keep the houses and rent
them out. –C.T.

Apartments with a Front-row View of Teterboro Airport



The Day Begins Winding Down

2 p.m.–In the First Aviation lounge, a
Texas-based NetJets Falcon 2000 crew
has returned from a round-trip to
Toronto. Their day started at 5 a.m. for
a 6:30 a.m. departure. They’re eager 
to get to the nearby Embassy Suites
and a well deserved rest.

The two Texans hand over the air-
plane to a West Coast-based crew sit-
ting at the FBO on standby. “For now,
we’re just here to cover any trips,” ex-
plains the captain.

Other NetJets crews flow quickly 
in and out of the FBO, stopping for 
a quick weather check, a snack and a
rest stop. “It’s just another glamorous
day in the life of a fractional pilot,”
says one, followed by what could pass
for a chuckle or a groan.

3:10 p.m.–Directly above the lobby 
of First Aviation, company president
Florence Ritorto shares her office with
her 10-year-old greyhound, Mocha,
and a cockatiel named Fortunato. She
is looking at the empty space on the
parking apron’s north side.

“We lost a lot of ramp space due 
to the recent installation of an ILS for
Runway 19; airplanes parked there
would block the signal.

“Ironically, my husband, Joe,
championed the ILS, and we knew 
it would limit our ramp space,” she
says. “But it was more important to
get an ILS installed to allow better
access to Teterboro.”

But the restriction is only temporary,
as the FBO will be moving to a new
complex on the airport’s south side later
next year. “We’ll have three 40,000-sq-
ft hangars and a new terminal with bet-
ter amenities. They’re starting to put
skin on the hangars, and it’s quite excit-
ing to see the buildings take shape.”

During construction this summer,
Ritorto visited the work site and no-
ticed a cockatiel with a broken wing
near an adjacent wooded area. She

rescued him and now he’s part of the
family of pets, which in addition to the
greyhound includes homebound cats.

4:15 p.m.–At First Aviation’s Hangar
12, director of maintenance Bill Dunn–
a 13-year veteran of the FBO–is nearly
ready to go home to his wife and six-
month-old son. His day began at 7 a.m.

He oversees 25 maintenance techs

3:35 p.m.–Trying to find Paramount
Pictures Aviation’s new hangar isn’t easy.
The lack of signage is less an indication
of secrecy than the fact that the corpo-
rate flight department moved into the
18,000-sq-ft facility only a week earlier.

“We simply outgrew the old [9,000-
sq-ft] location when we upgraded our
GIV to a Global Express in April,” says
executive director David Zagnoli, who
oversees not only the Van Nuys location
but also the company’s three Global Ex-
presses based at Teterboro, N.J.

An extremely busy flight department,
Paramount Pictures flies each aircraft
nearly 1,000 hours a year, primarily car-
rying the film company’s top executives.
Only about 15 percent of the flights in-
volve transporting “talent,” and a major-

ity of those flights are taking a star to and
from New York for such events as a talk
show appearance or movie screening.

4:50 p.m.–Jason Paul brings a jet-
black Eurocopter AS 350 to a hover
over the Helinet ramp and gently
touches down. Returning from an after-
noon electronic news gathering (ENG)
flight for the local ABC affiliate cover-
ing an accident on Interstate 5 near
Burbank, 35-year-old Paul says he
thrives on “this crazy job.”

“I’m on call 24/7. Things are always
going on, sometimes scheduled, some-
times not.” Paul spends 20 hours a

month transporting inspectors to oil
rigs along the California coast, and
about five times that number doing
ENG work. “I fly about six hours a day,
taking off at 3:45 p.m. and landing
about 6:30, then taking off again at
10:45 and finishing around midnight.”

Airport Observers
6:45 p.m.–With the sun slipping away,
bustle at the airport diminishes. But
there’s still enough activity to entice lo-
cals to the Airport Observation Area
near Taxiway Echo.

Hector Cano, a 15-year resident of
Van Nuys, lives just two blocks from
the airport. He’s showing his 14-year-old
nephew, Josh Witter, from El Paso, Texas,
some of the airport history displays.

Fifteen minutes later, North Holly-
wood resident Raffi Bartassian unloads
his two sons from his car. Although six-
year-old Razmig doesn’t display much
interest in the airplanes, five-year-old
Herag empties a half-dozen toy airplanes
from his knapsack onto the painted Van
Nuys Airport runway diagram. Asked
his favorite airplane, Herag says, “the
Spitfire” and proudly displays the model.

Bartassian brings the boys to the
airport about three times a week,
mostly for Herag’s benefit. But also
because as a former student pilot with
78 hours in a Cessna 150, he still en-
joys the airport scene.

7:40 p.m.–Nearing the end of an un-
eventful shift, controller Bill Aslaksen

reflects on how the character of 
the Van Nuys aviation picture has
changed since he first climbed into the
tower in 1981.

“It was then about 85 to 90 percent
piston and turboprop traffic; now it’s
more than 50 percent jet [traffic]. 
In 1981 we had the occasional Gulf-
stream II departing from here nonstop
to Teterboro, [but] there were very few
nonstop cross-country flights. Now it’s
common for the GVs to go nonstop 
to Tokyo. And especially with all 
the film people here, to Nice for the
Cannes Film Festival.

“Even though we have no scheduled
airline service, Van Nuys is becoming
an international airport,” he adds.

It’s such a celebrity-rich environ-
ment, it’s understandable that Aslaksen
would have met some, and even flown
with one or two. “I flew with John Tra-
volta in his GII a while back. The guy
is good. He greased [the landing].

“And recently, I was on duty when
Harrison Ford was getting checked out
in a Baron.

“Then there’s Dick Edelbrock–
you know, the guy known for the hot-
rod engine equipment. He flies a
Turbo Commander. He’s smooth. I’d
call him a mature pilot.”

Aslaksen says activity at Van Nuys
has actually slowed down in recent
years in terms of total daily operations.
“The high used to be around 1,500
[movements]. Now it’s about 1,100.” 
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A DAY IN THE LIFE
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Controller Bill Aslaksen remembers when
propeller power dominated Van Nuys traffic.

Continued from preceding page
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Business is brisk at Atlantic Aviation, 
the oldest FBO at Teterboro.

Continued on page 40 v

A Learjet 45 makes its approach to Teterboro.

Jet Aviation executive assistant Barbara
Ghattas works out in the facility’s sports club.
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of 15 aircraft a day. “Most of the aircraft
we maintain are NetJets aircraft,” says
Dunn. “However, the summer is our slow
period, so things are relatively quiet
right now. Typically, Monday is when I
get most of my paperwork done, since
it’s the slowest day of the week.”

The maintenance staff does every-
thing from tire changes to avionics
work, to troubleshooting and engine re-
pair. Those capabilities will expand
when First Aviation moves into its new

digs, but the company will not intro-
duce new services–other than paint and
interior refurbishment and comple-
tion–at the new facility.

“We’ll have an overhead crane,
which will expand our capabilities
quite a bit,” he says. “I’m in charge of
planning at the new facility, and Flo-
rence and Joe Ritorto are supportive of
investing in maintenance equipment.
So that’s definitely a plus for the new
maintenance hangar.”

6:45 p.m.–A Pilatus PC-12 floats gen-
tly over the north perimeter fence and
touches down, its image blurred by the
summer heat still trapped in the run-
way. Earlier in the afternoon, the heat
index was reported at well over 100
degrees F, and the humidity was a wilt-
ing 85 percent.

Departures seem to have dwindled
to nothing, and arrivals are few and far
between. A Learjet 45 drifts down and
lands with a small puff of smoke and
squeak of tires and turns off in the di-
rection of Signature Flight Support. As
the sun dips lower, a Global Express
touches down and heads for its hangar
at Jet Aviation.

“That’s just about it for the day,”
says a customer service representative
at Jet Aviation. “Just another day 
in paradise.” n

7:45 p.m.–Second-shift linemen on
the Million Air ramp are moving
aircraft to prepare for the flood of
arrivals expected before the airport
closes at 10 p.m. A team of three–
Kyle Porter, James Roullard and Gevorg
Tairyan–use electric tugs to move two
Citations and a Westwind out of the
main Million Air hangar.

Inside, customer service manager
Katrina Crossland is celebrating 10
years at Million Air. She was a student
pilot renting an aircraft from Million
Air when her cousin interviewed for 
a customer service job. Crossland got

the job instead.
“I tell my new trainees that [being

on] the front desk is like being the 911,
411, personal secretary and concierge
for everyone at the FBO,” she says.
“We have to do a lot of problem solv-
ing, [but in a] calm manner.”

Crossland manages a staff of 
six customer service representatives
(CSRs) spanning two shifts, from 6
a.m. to 2 p.m. and 2 p.m. to 10 p.m.
Crossland herself usually works 9 a.m.
to 5 p.m.

Crossland is training a new CSR,
Liann Coley, who’s been on the job

only three weeks. The 40-year-old
has extensive customer relations
experience, but this is her first
time at an FBO. Coley says the
most challenging part of the job is
deciphering the radio language,
“listening to who’s calling, and
why they’re calling. It takes a
while to figure out the lingo.”

Roullard comes in and asks
about arrivals. The inbound Astra
should make it on time, but a
Gulfstream III is scheduled for a
9:45 p.m. arrival. “I hope the
pilot knows the airport closes at
10,” says Roullard. “He’d better
not be late.”

8:50 p.m.–Lowell “Bud” Carson,
one of the Van Nuys airport oper-

ations supervisors, has pulled the
swing shift and is preparing to over-
see the Runway 16R construction
signage. Work begins promptly at
10 p.m. this summer. “If they’re on
short final at 9:59 and 30 seconds,
we’ll let them land, but it had better
be short final; otherwise they have to
go to Burbank.”

He adds that the night’s work adja-
cent to the runway and west taxiway
has to be wrapped up in time for
flight ops to begin precisely at 6 a.m.
the next morning. It’s Carson’s re-
sponsibility to see that no equipment
or construction debris remains where
it might be a hazard. The project was
scheduled for completion by the end
of summer.

9:30 p.m.–Skytrails Aviation owner
Mark Sullivan, still in his white shirt
and red tie after 14 hours on the job,
chats with Skytrails second-shift CSRs
Jinjer Gregorio and Kelly Lee.

Gregorio, 24, has been at Skytrails
for 18 months and plans to stay in avi-
ation after completing a degree in
business management. She’s training
36-year-old Lee, who started only 10
days ago but is already confident
enough to close the desk at 10:30.

Swing-shift lineman Joshua Lon-
don, whose day started at 1 p.m. and
was supposed to end at 9 p.m., walks
in on the conversation. He’s been at

Skytrails only six months and is still
star-struck from a meeting with John
Travolta. “He takes the time to talk to
us; it’s like he’s a regular pilot.”

During the day, London attends
school for his airframe and power-
plant license. But since Skytrails
doesn’t offer maintenance, London
will likely be looking for another job
when he graduates.

“That’s OK,” says Sullivan. “We
know that line service is usually just a
stepping stone for these kids. But it
feels good to know that we gave them
that step into aviation.”

9:44 p.m.–A Gulfstream V leaves the
Petersen ramp for a flight to London.
It’s the day’s last flight out of Van Nuys.

9:59 p.m.–A Boeing Business Jet rum-
bles north past the Petersen facility on
the east taxiway. It’s the final arrival as
darkness gathers and Van Nuys shuts
down for the night. n
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Van Nuys serves as home to rotorcraft and
fixed-wing aircraft alike.

Linemen on the Atlantic Aviation ramp 
are ready for the next customer. 

The Million Air facility provides maintenance
for many types of business jet.

Petersen Aviation is among the FBOs 
on the California field.

Jet Aviation mechanic Daniel Lacy spent 
the day working on a Challenger 601, jacking 
up the wing to allow a gravity fuel transfer.
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A Day in the Life:
Ops Manager’s View at Teterboro 

continues on page 42



Saturdays and Sundays are supposed to be
Patrick Bonner’s days off, but when you’re the oper-
ations manager for one of the busiest business
aviation airports in the world, there’s really no such
thing. As long as aircraft are arriving and depart-
ing–which at TEB seems to be happening con-
stantly–there is always the sense that something 
is about to go wrong.

“If this airport has a problem, it ripples through
the entire country,” says Bonner, who has been on the
job at TEB less than a year after holding various other
management positions for his employer, the Port
Authority of New York and New Jersey, at the area’s
three major international airports.

When there’s a problem at TEB, it’s usually Bon-
ner’s job to fix it. In his role with the Port Authority,
the government agency responsible for managing the
major airports and heliports in the New York metro
area, Bonner, along with a small team of TEB execu-
tives, is responsible for overseeing all aspects of the
airport, from construction of new taxiways and
hangars to snow removal and fire and police protec-
tion. If it happens on Teterboro Airport property, or if
it affects the local community, he and his colleagues
need to know about it.

Never a Dull Moment
Bonner’s office, on the south side of the field in the

Port Authority’s headquarters building, is littered with
piles of paper, dozens of rolls of blueprints and stacks
of operations manuals–tools of the trade. It is his job
to oversee all FAR Part 139 construction projects at
TEB, as well as to work closely with managers at 
AvPorts, the private company that handles many of
the day-to-day operational aspects of the airport,
including noise-abatement enforcement, fire and res-
cue operations and runway and taxiway maintenance.

Illustrating that running an airport truly is a full-
time occupation–and on occasion a heart-stopping
one–Bonner recalls a Sunday in July, when he’d been
spending a leisurely afternoon fishing on the Raritan
Bay. As the sun glistened off the black water and his
bait failed to attract much attention, Bonner noticed a
small cloud of smoke gathering on the horizon to the
north. That’s a fire, he thought, trying to estimate
where it might be coming from and noting with
sudden unease that it was roughly the direction of
TEB–“My airport!” he thought.

Minutes passed. The small cloud blossomed into

an enormous, billowing mountain of thick, black
smoke. That’s a really big fire, he thought. Then his
cellphone started ringing. His pulse quickened half
a beat when he checked the number on the phone’s
caller ID screen. It was the airport’s fire-and-rescue
headquarters. “Definitely not a good sign and proba-
bly not a coincidence,” he thought. The giant cloud
of smoke rising into the sky suddenly took on an
ominous dimension for Bonner, who lately had been
witness to too many smoke-filled skies.

There was 9/11, of course, which didn’t directly
affect Teterboro, but which nonetheless shut down the
airport and transformed it into a chilling front-row
seat from which to view the destroyed World Trade
Center site just a few miles to the east.

That tragic day was before Bonner came to TEB,
when he was still working his way up the ranks at 
PANYNJ, the Port Authority’s common acronym. But
in the months since Bonner took the job at TEB,
coming from a position at nearby Newark Airport,
there had been a rash of accidents and incidents at
TEB that made national headlines.

To his relief on that July Sunday, airport workers
weren’t calling his cellphone to break the news of a
crash at TEB but rather to pass along a request from
the New Jersey Turnpike Authority. A tanker truck
loaded with fuel had overturned at Exit 16W on the
New Jersey Turnpike, near Giants Stadium. Emer-
gency personnel were asking if one of Teterboro’s
three foam fire rescue trucks could be spared to help
battle the blaze.

Bonner granted the request, relieved that the air-
port wouldn’t be in the headlines again. Or, at least if
it was, it would be for something positive this time. 

‘Get over Here Right Away’
Still fresh in his mind was that cold February

morning six months before–another occasion his
cellphone rang at a time it normally wouldn’t. It was
shortly after seven as he was preparing to head for his
office several minutes from home.

That time the call had been from a colleague
breaking the news no airport manager ever wants to
hear. A Challenger 600 had failed to get airborne on
its takeoff attempt, the coworker said.

In hurried sentences, the voice on the other end of
the line explained the situation: a jet had skidded
across the runway infield and across a busy highway.
It hit cars on the road. There was smoke and fire. All
the TV networks were covering it. “You’d better get
over here right away,” the voice said.

Bonner quickly switched on one of the local news
stations. To his dismay he was confronted by images
from a helicopter above the accident scene that
showed the burning wreckage and the title “Teterboro
Crash” in big, bold letters. 

It was going to be a long day, Bonner knew, most
of it spent tromping around in the ice and snow with
a cadre of accident investigators, police and rescue
workers in tow.

In response to the February crash and another
high-profile overrun, this time of the Airbus A340
that skidded off the runway in Toronto, the Port
Authority announced in August it is speeding up
plans to install barriers around runways to keep air-
planes from reaching the roads that surround TEB.

By the end of next year, the agency expects to
have an engineered bed of lightweight concrete
installed at the end of Runway 6. The beds use a
specialty concrete that slopes gradually from the end
of the runway and is designed to crush under the
weight of an airplane to stop or slow its movement in
the event of an overrun.

PANYNJ officials had originally targeted sum-
mer 2007 to have the first barrier installed but
moved that schedule up by six months after work-
ing with the manufacturer to speed development 
of the bed. Another arrestor bed will be installed 
at the end of Runway 19 in a project estimated to
cost $20 million.

Officials hope the barriers will help mute vocal
criticism of the airport, which has increasingly
come under fire from politicians bent on curtailing

operations at the airport, tightly sandwiched as it is
among several municipalities.

Seeing Red
Bowing to the pressure, PANYNJ chairman An-

thony Coscia in June made several recommendations
to a Senate committee, all of them designed to reduce
the number of flights at TEB by about 10 percent.
(See AIN, July, page 88.) One of the proposals would
establish new weight limits at the airport, reducing
the current 100,000-pound limit to 80,000 pounds.

Coscia claims that the weight limit reduction is
based on the weight-bearing limitations of the run-
ways, but if enacted the change would have the effect
of barring Gulfstream Vs and G550s and Bombardier
Globals from using the airport. Coscia’s proposal also
called for a ban on all Stage 2 operations at the air-
port, a ban on bank check flights at the airport by
night couriers and an increase in landing fees.

Coscia’s plan has airport FBO owners seeing red,
and many of them were banging on Bonner’s door or
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Tower of Able

The charter of Teterboro Airport is to be a business avi-
ation reliever for JFK, La Guardia and Newark, and nowhere
is the success of that charter more apparent than in the
field’s ATC tower–the place that deals with every aircraft
movement on the bustling field hard by the Hudson River.

The duty of managing the tower falls to James Stark
(below), a youthful-looking fellow whose 17 years as an
air traffic controller included stints in California, New York
Center and, between 1998 and 2000, at TEB. After that he
moved to the FAA Eastern Regional Office, where he was
immersed in administration, labor relations, procurement
and airspace issues, before returning to TEB to assume
his current role.

One of Stark’s top missions at Teterboro is to make
sure pilots are aware of, and abide by, the altitude restric-
tions that separate business jets flying the TEB 5 departure
from airliners passing overhead at 3,000 feet on their way
into Newark. What are termed “losses of separation” (of

unspecified proximity) recently are driving renewed
scrutiny of how well TEB pilots are obeying the restric-
tions. “Every incident was a human failure to fly the SID
correctly,” noted Stark.

“Pilots are so acutely aware of the current environment
of lack of tolerance for pilot deviations that they are filing
ASRS [NASA aviation safety reporting system] reports (44
of them at last count) with no supporting evidence of a
problem by the Teterboro authorities. There are fewer
busts now,” noted Stark, “but they are still happening.”

Stark also observed that pilots are “jogging left to
avoid noise sensors when they should be maintaining
runway heading. That’s a pilot deviation, too.”

How can pilots make their comings and goings at
Teterboro a smoother process? “Pilots have two modes:
relatively relaxed; and the on-the-ball attitude they switch
on for high-density fields such as ORD, JFK, LGA and
EWR,” noted Stark, “but TEB is high-density too. It’s a
complex, fast-moving operation, and you’ve got to 
be primed for it or you’ll fall behind. You’d be surprised
how many jet pilots I’ve talked to who say, ‘Wow! I didn’t
expect it to be like this.’”

TEB Tower has pilots tailor their pattern to make the
puzzle work, and Stark’s advice is to “stay flexible, keep
‘say agains’ to a minimum and stay on your game.” –N.M.

For Teterboro operations manager Patrick Bonner, there's 
rarely time for a breather throughout his day.
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calling just minutes after news of
the proposal broke.

The Port Authority has owned
the airport since 1943 and for years
allowed Pan Am World Services
(and later, as a result of mergers,
Johnson Controls and AvPorts) to
run it. In 2000 the Port Authority
established a full-time operations
headquarters and small police force.

Most of the hangars on the air-
port were built in the 1940s and
1950s and recently were showing
signs of age, Bonner said. But
under the old PANYNJ agreement
with Pan Am and Johnson Controls
there wasn’t sufficient incentive for
FBOs to make facility upgrades.

When the Port Authority took
control of the airport, it set into
motion $100 million in capital
improvements, including new
taxiways and runway turnoffs, re-
placement lights and other up-
grades. At the same time the Port
Authority returned to the airport,
all of the FBOs’ lease agreements
with the airport were about to ex-
pire, and the agency agreed to
provide each facility with a fresh
20-year lease in return for major
upgrades to hangars and FBO ter-
minal buildings.

This led to a sudden building
boom at TEB, which began a few
years ago and continues today.
Sparkling new FBO lobbies and
fresh hangars give TEB a revital-
ized look. 

The PANYNJ may move its
headquarters to the old First Avia-
tion facilities, a proposal that
would also see the agency take
over responsibility for fire-and-
rescue protection from AvPorts.

The buzz of construction activ-
ity serves to underscore the pri-
mary reason FBO owners are so
upset with the Port Authority. The
80,000-pound weight restriction,
especially, would prohibit opera-
tions by the FBOs’ best cus-
tomers, namely the biggest and
most fuel-hungry Gulfstreams
and Globals. Bonner said he em-
pathizes with FBO executives
who feel the Port Authority is un-
fairly limiting their ability to re-
main profitable, but added that the
political considerations simply
cannot be ignored any longer.

“You can certainly understand
where these people are coming
from,” Bonner said of angry FBO
owners and managers, “but at the
same time,” he added, “people
need to consider the point of view
of a local community that is on
edge” after crashes such as the
Challenger overrun and other re-
cent incidents, as well as local citi-
zens who oppose operations in the
late evening and early morning
hours and politicians who have to
answer to their constituencies. 

The FAA has so far rejected
Coscia’s proposals, in effect say-
ing that it would need to review
the plans to be sure they do not
violate federal laws and policy or
the airport’s federal grant assur-
ances. Coscia has told lawmakers
that he plans to impose the TEB

bans with or without FAA con-
sent, a move that could set the
stage for a legal showdown.

The FAA could cut off federal
funds to the airport if the PA-
NYNJ defies its wishes, but legal
decisions in cases involving other
business aviation airports are
proving that local officials have
more authority to restrict airport
operations than many realized.

TEB has had a long history of
restricting operations based on

aircraft noise, and the PANYNJ’s
latest plan for a ban on Stage 2
aircraft would simply follow that
long-standing pattern. AvPorts op-
erates several noise-monitoring
stations in the local communities
around the airport, which measure
the decibel levels produced by air-
craft on takeoff.

Considering there were more
than 202,000 movements at TEB
last year and that the noise con-
cerns voiced by people living in

the surrounding towns and cities
have reached high decibel levels,
one begins to understand PA-
NYNJ’s sensitivity to the issue.

TEB has instituted a “three
strikes and you’re out” policy to-
ward repeat noise offenders. In
essence, the policy states that if an
operator triggers one of the six
noise monitors around the airport
three times, it will be banned
from flying that airplane in and
out of TEB for life.

After the first violation opera-
tors receive a warning letter from
the airport advising them they’re
two strikes away from being
banned. After the second violation
they get another warning. After
the third, it’s “Goodbye, Charlie.”

Since the program was insti-
tuted in 1988, the airport has sent
more than 3,000 first-time warn-
ings, 527 second-time warnings
and has actually banned 80 air-
planes from the airport. o
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